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L A N D  A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T  
  I want to acknowledge that Agnes is situated within the territories of the 
Anishinaabek, Haudenosaunee and Huron-Wendat and is home to many 
members of the Métis nation. Referred to in Treaty 57 as land acquired in 
the 1783 Crawford Purchase, Kingston is a complex place, its histories 
deeply entangled. Situated at the mouths of many rivers and lakes, 
including Lake Ontario, makes Kingston subject to the Dish with One 
Spoon Wampum, a covenant between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, 
the Three Fires Confederacy, and other allied nations to peaceably share 
and care for the resources in and around the Great Lakes. Kingston 
was—and still is—a place of passage and of gathering. And while some 
of its troubling colonial history as the first capital of the Dominion of 
Canada may still be stuck in its built structures, I like to think of culture 
here as unbounded, flowing through Kingston, like its many rivers and 
waterways; full of energy like the limestone that underpins so much of 
its landscape. It is by following this flow that I hope Agnes finds her 
institutional commitments, that our programming is connected to the land 
on which we are situated, and that our work here creates the possibilities 
to collectively imagine new futurities.

—Emelie Chhangur, Director/Curator of Agnes Etherington Art Centre   

Anishinaabemowin (Ojibway): Gimaakwe Gchi-gkinoomaagegamig 
atemagad Naadowe miinwaa Anishinaabe aking.

Kanyen’keha (Mohawk): Ne Agnes Etherington Art Centre e’tho nońwe 
nikanónhsote tsi nońwe ne Haudenasaunee tánon Anishinaabek 
tehatihsnónhsahere ne óhontsa.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
As we shift away from settler-colonial practices of dispossession and institutional 
supremacy, how do we bring compassion and care to the acts of looking inwards 
and reflecting on our own participation? How do we refuse the settler-colonial 
terms embedded in all the spaces we occupy and in the air we breathe? 
Cultural spaces can facilitate polyphonic, civic-minded conversations and 
considerations of how we live together—indeed, galleries can be spaces 
in which to do this. In this exhibition, Fugitive Rituals at Agnes, for instance, 
artists take leave of colonial practices and frameworks in search of sustenance 
and autonomous futures. 

Writer and scholar Tina Campt defines fugitivity as the daily practice of refusal
—neither escape from, nor resistance to, but refusal of the very terms 
of colonialism and institutionalism lodged in negation and dispossession. 
This exhibition is a fugitive act of self-determination. It aims to actively shape 
the culture in which it is embedded through repeating, returning to, and shifting 
its practices and daily rituals.

The works in Fugitive Rituals respond to collections of artworks and cultural 
belongings from Agnes’s vault, apples foraged along the borders of Colonization 
Roads and other military sites in Ontario, as well as debris produced from 
exhibition making and daily living. Campt advises going beyond looking at 
objects and images to being touched and moved by them, to listen to their 
“felt sounds”; these works amplify the quiet, yet deeply felt resonances 
of cultural belongings. 

These resonances guide visitors through the exhibition where healing and 
grieving rituals and sonic meditations offer visitors the opportunity to dream 
fiercely towards a self-determined futurity that is centred on the living. 
The works thereby allow objects and their spirits to tell silenced stories 
that reverberate and haunt the gallery walls.

Fugitive Rituals evolved over the last few years of the Coronavirus pandemic 
during which rituals of build-up, needs, constraints, and project making shifted. 
Consequently, the project became a responsive living organism and a practice 
that allowed function and purpose to change. We had to reconsider the 

practices we take for granted within art organizations and institutions. 
The gallery’s collection of 17,000 items hosts contemporary artworks as 
well as cultural belongings from Africa (650 ancestors), the Indigenous 
peoples of Turtle Islands (769 ancestors), and from many other places. 
In a climate-controlled vault these historical objects gleaned from colonial 
wealth-building are suspended from their original purpose, a weight we felt 
in contextualizing the collection’s location in Kingston, the first capital of the 
Dominion of Canada. The artists involved connected these living colonial 
legacies in the Agnes collection with the spirits embedded within it. Over 
four years of dreaming together, the artists and curator became accomplices, 
changing our methodologies of art making, presenting, and relationship 
building that directly impacted the project.

Clare Butcher, whose essay follows this introduction, has been a core 
collaborator since we met in early 2019. Her practice is an embodied one, 
where her stated ethos, values, and pedagogy-focused methodologies are 
put into practice—throughout a project, and in every collaboration with 
humans and non-humans, in social contexts and with materials. Her 
generous way of working brings new insights and expansive connections 
that are horizontal. I feel privileged to have such a brilliant, compassionate 
human continue to be my accomplice in this journey of thinking about the 
in/visible fugitive, transformative rituals of art making, disseminating, and 
evolving involved in manifesting a vision.

       —Myung-Sun Kim, Curator of Fugitive Rituals
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“No waste, all ingredients” Myung-Sun Kim said about Nicolas Fleming’s 
approach, which blurs the boundaries between the role of preparator, 
fabricator, arts worker, exhibition designer, and artist. For sixteen weeks prior 
to the exhibition opening, Fleming inhabited the gallery lounge, repurposing 
what is usually a reading room as A Mudroom (2022) using “discarded 
materials and debris from his past art exhibitions, as well as renovation 
waste from his late grandparents’ house in Kingston.”7 This welcoming 
domestic detritus offers another starting point for an exhibition journey, 
a moment to prepare ourselves to enter a house already full of bodies of 
knowledge, ongoing processes, and residues of other lives. Bringing other 
colleagues and collaborators into the process over time, Fleming offers a 
space to consider what being a (good) guest or visitor means. What stories, 
encounters, traces might we leave behind and have left on us?

And, like a trail of footprints leading from the door, Fleming’s work filters into 
the rest of the space through other touches of what might be called mediation. 
The printed rolls of wall text and infrastructure that supports other works 
generates a kind of scaffolding, pushing up on the institution. Drawing 
attention to its surfaces, which, through the work of Camille Turner, 
become sites of reverberation.

 Follow your feet.
Find a place to rest. Breathe.

 Hear the call of the Afronaut.

Listening is hardly a passive practice. It is a relational one, requiring the whole 
body. Synapses connect with memories, with other ways of knowing that go 
beyond the modes of observation and extraction that colonial enlightenment 
held so dear.8 

While the “unprecedentedness” of the last years has been seemingly 
overwritten, I’m pressing this point here for a future reader, as a protective 
measure against (you and me?) forgetting this time and what we’ve learned. 
Without access to those habitual modes of gathering, arranging, and 
production, it’s the devotional exercises explicitly not directed towards 
the exhibition as form, or the institution as end goal, but towards survival, 
sustenance, and living a different future, that have flourished.

In Listening to Images (2017)—a text that has grounded much of Myung-Sun 
Kim’s thinking in her collaborative processes—scholar Tina M. Campt asks: 
“How do we create an alternative future by living both the future we want to 
see, while inhabiting its potential foreclosure at the same time?”3 Through this 
question and her wider work, Campt attunes us to the “everyday engagements 
with power”4 (that we might call rituals) at work in the context of Black feminist 
futurity that refuse the “silencing effects of the bureaucratic archive” (and the 
collection). Cumulatively, these acts of refusal create “an existential grammatical 
practice of grappling with precarity, while maintaining an active commitment 
to the… labor of creating an alternative future.”5

Futurity is as much at stake in the rituals of fugitivity operationalized by the 
artists and curator in this exhibition. By intersecting personal assemblages 
with institutional and unclassified holdings within and beyond the Etherington 
House and Galleries, their projects at intimate and larger scales pose resonant 
questions: What even is a collection? What practices of acquisition and 
stewardship constitute the art historical “commonwealth” of colonial outposts? 
Which tools and resources are required for being co-present, for meaning
making, sustaining relationships and tending to the leftover, now and 
in the next pandemic?

Before the exhibition even exists, drive through the town where 
it will eventually take shape—Kingston, Ontario.
From the car window, consider the juxtaposition between the 
exhibition site, the prison complex, the university, the hospital, 
the fort, the waterways (St. Lawrence River in this case) filled 
by a thousand islands, canals, and levees that connect and 
fragment them.
Note the correlations with other colonial towns you might 
know—Makhanda, Eastern Cape.6

 Bring the outside in.
 Remove your shoes.

Arriving before theory, before naming, these embodied resonances require us 
to listen to rather than look at the unclassifiable in ways that touch and move 
us. For Turner, the sound is also a call to the Afronauts—future ancestors who 
figure throughout Turner’s Afronautic Research Methodologies—to return 
to the present from the other stars they inhabit “to recover their sacred 
knowledge for the future.”16 

Remember Cecilia Vicuña’s words, “life regenerates in the dark.”17 
Consider what is worth preserving. 
Do you smell moss?

And just as Turner’s soundscape transgresses the boundaries of past, present, 
and future, Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen tend to All These Lines (2022) 
“that separate state/private/public property and people from the food that 
grows within.”18 Navigating typologies of border zones—along military sites, 
edges of orchards, hydro corridors, the roads staked out by colonial surveyors, 
and the gallery’s own liminal spaces—Myers and Pitkanen, in the context 
of their wider practices as artists, musicians, and environmental justice 
practitioners, remind us that the edges of statecraft on Indigenous lands 
are hardly empty, forgotten spaces, but flowing over with complex 
relationships, future sustenance, as well as inherited separation, violence, 
and continued abandonment. 

The site(s)-responsive, almost apocalyptic larder that greets the visitor 
preserves the evidence of their ritual, labour-intensive harvesting from these 
tense zones along Colonization Roads all over Ontario. “One bushel of apples 
= one jelly jar” the artists note.19 Painstakingly mustering “feral fruit” jelly jars,20 

Camille Turner’s Dream Room (2022) decentres the eyes completely, 
through a “sonic meditation”9 guided by a collective voice and surrounding 
soundscape/sandscape. Here, the visitor-turned-meditator is invited to “drift 
into blackness” and consider what cannot be seen—“the material residue 
of an era long gone…of a culture who left earth.”10 

Resonating in and through human and non-human vessels and architecture, 
the voice emanates from Malian Dogon masks held in the vaults beyond the 
walls of that room, touched only by tentative “gloved fingers.”11 These masks 
are among the 500 objects in the Lang Collection of African Art and the wider 
17,000+ cultural belongings of which the Agnes Etherington Art Centre team 
are custodians.12 Having arrived in various ways such as philanthropic donation 
and bequest, these belongings cannot be reduced to the notion of a single 
“collection,” nor their functions to “artefacts” from a distant past and place. 
The multiple forms and uses of masks in Dogon communities’ cultural 
practices, such as funerary ceremonies, and their performative “activations” 
within colonial exhibitions in Europe as recently as the mid-1900s resist 
easy containment or capture.13 

Don’t trust tidy labels.

Language is at a loss here. And it is in the silence that follows that Turner 
amplifies the “felt sound”14 of these belongings. Described by Tina M. Campt, 
“felt sound” is the hum of “infrasonic” vibrations that are not heard and 
perceived but “felt…through contact with parts of the body.”15 

Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way (2022) layers the ground for Alize Zorlutuna 
and S F Ho’s contribution. Drawing on the carpet collection of Agnes “allegedly 
acquired by Etherington’s husband while stationed in Egypt during WWI,”21 

Zorlutuna—whose work engages traditions 
of textile production—co-creates what the 
artist calls a bahçe (garden) of human-non-
human relationships through gifts, motifs, and 
shapes from the context around those carpets: 
the waterways and plant and animal lives of 
Kingston. Brought together in the sacred 
shape of a mihrab “(the arced form within a 
prayer rug),”22 these resituated forms rest in the 
company of medicinal plants (such as mugwort, 
poppies, rue) grown and harvested through an 
expansive collaboration with S F Ho and plants 
from Anatolia, alongside roses collected from 
the gardens outside the gallery. The grief of 
uprooting, loss of home, and bittersweet joy of 
reconnecting and replenishing, expressed in this 
layer of the installation echo in five further rituals 
of assembly titled Ablution, Imbibe, Missing 
Body, Veil, Watcher (2022). 

These assemblies bring together elements—
ranging from a hammam bowl, Turkish coffee 
cup (fincan), nalin shoes, Anatolian coffee, 
dyed silk, National Geographic clippings, to 
Ebru paper prints—and vessels from Agnes’s 
holdings. Complicating the divisions so often 
made between materials, belongings, “artefacts,” 
Zorlutuna and Ho deploy the rituals of display—
placing on a pedestal, protecting under a vitrine, 
veiling from sunlight and prying eyes, cosseting 
with parchment paper. These gestures upset 

the verticality of classification hierarchies, bringing cared-for object-collaborators 
into horizontal relationships with the bodies of water (the “we”) who cohabit the 
space with them.

Drip drip.
Note the watermark on the ceiling.
Trace its leaky mysteries in and around porous systems. 
Can you sense the humidity levels rising? 
The edges of precious documents curling?

alongside excavated glass and rusty kitchen tools, soil, foraged plants, and 
found furniture—the formerly dispossessed and dumped mingle with the very 
formally possessed and preserved. Underscored by the haunting soundscape 
that fills the installation’s seemingly serene green setting. Myers and Pitkanen 
further dismantle the structures governing what deserves care, conservation, 
and visibility, such as curtains and lightbulbs that they remove from the room’s 
infrastructure, exposing in absentia what often hides in plain sight.  

Which uninvited guests have entered along with you? 
Moisture on your glasses from the drizzle outside, 
The words from yesterday’s tea with a friend in your head, 
The stray hair of a pet you’ve been caring for on your sleeve. 
We are all vessels and vehicles.

Those waterlogged relations spill over in 8 anew/M# (2022),23 as Cindy 
Mochizuki submerges the visitor-turned-houseguest-turned-meditator-
turned-forager-turned-vessel into the tumult of a future torrential rainstorm 
and fever dream. Springing from Mochizuki’s wider practice that explores 
the “manifestation of story” alongside transpacific histories and memory 
work,24 this interactive installation is infused with an oral and sonic narrative 
in which we follow the story of a woman woken by the rattle of thunder to 
find Yatsu-Ikazuchi-no-Kami (the Eight Thunder God) and “an omikuji box 
at the foot of her bed.”25 

Omikuji (fortune) boxes are sacred objects, usually found in Japanese temples 
where they are first blessed and shaken by monks in preparation for future 
visitors who in turn, shake a box to find their good or bad fortune, indicated by 
a message on the divination stick that tumbles out. The ones found within the 
Queen’s University collection were donated to the institution in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century, and form part of a larger body of belongings from Japan 
and Asia classified “M” in the absence of proper “records on their previous 
ownership or origins.”26 

directed inwards and outwards, asking us as visitors, vessels, vehicles, 
to position ourselves in relation to each other in accountability, in complicity, 
in grief, in courage, and to do so not only in the presence of these works 
but beyond the exhibition, the collection, the institution—at home, 
on your way, in your body, now and for a future taking shape. 

That’s the whole point of rituals. They continue. 

Review the text one last time. Press send to the reader.
In vulnerability.

Get some fresh air. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N
As we shift away from settler-colonial practices of dispossession and institutional 
supremacy, how do we bring compassion and care to the acts of looking inwards 
and reflecting on our own participation? How do we refuse the settler-colonial 
terms embedded in all the spaces we occupy and in the air we breathe? 
Cultural spaces can facilitate polyphonic, civic-minded conversations and 
considerations of how we live together—indeed, galleries can be spaces 
in which to do this. In this exhibition, Fugitive Rituals at Agnes, for instance, 
artists take leave of colonial practices and frameworks in search of sustenance 
and autonomous futures. 

Writer and scholar Tina Campt defines fugitivity as the daily practice of refusal
—neither escape from, nor resistance to, but refusal of the very terms 
of colonialism and institutionalism lodged in negation and dispossession. 
This exhibition is a fugitive act of self-determination. It aims to actively shape 
the culture in which it is embedded through repeating, returning to, and shifting 
its practices and daily rituals.

The works in Fugitive Rituals respond to collections of artworks and cultural 
belongings from Agnes’s vault, apples foraged along the borders of Colonization 
Roads and other military sites in Ontario, as well as debris produced from 
exhibition making and daily living. Campt advises going beyond looking at 
objects and images to being touched and moved by them, to listen to their 
“felt sounds”; these works amplify the quiet, yet deeply felt resonances 
of cultural belongings. 

These resonances guide visitors through the exhibition where healing and 
grieving rituals and sonic meditations offer visitors the opportunity to dream 
fiercely towards a self-determined futurity that is centred on the living. 
The works thereby allow objects and their spirits to tell silenced stories 
that reverberate and haunt the gallery walls.

Fugitive Rituals evolved over the last few years of the Coronavirus pandemic 
during which rituals of build-up, needs, constraints, and project making shifted. 
Consequently, the project became a responsive living organism and a practice 
that allowed function and purpose to change. We had to reconsider the 

A  R I T U A L  F O R  R E A D I N G  A N  E X H I B I T I O N
By Clare Butcher

Exhibition spaces are ritual spaces.1 Climate control, cleaning of floors and 
door handles, attendants and visitors tracing choreographies from artwork 
to artwork, object to object, guided by the presence of signage and stories. 
The word ritual is described as a devotional exercise. And it is the direction 
of that devotion and the embodiment of those exercises that I hope to think 
about together in this text—a text that attempts to practice a ritual of reading 
a particular exhibition remotely. 

The ritual has already started: 2

Don’t go to see an exhibition in person for a year or two.
Know that with all the digital access, the online platforms 
and events, there will always be glitches, something missing, 
space for speculation.
Give thanks for ongoing curatorial conversations.

The exhibition Fugitive Rituals is a deeply collaborative process led by curator 
Myung-Sun Kim, with contributions from Nicolas Fleming, S F Ho, Cindy 
Mochizuki, Lisa Myers, Laura Pitkanen, Camille Turner, and Alize Zorlutuna. 
It was produced over years of the pandemic, a time of so much loss. And on 
that long list of losses were the habits and rituals many of us clung to. And 
maybe still do. Exhibitions and project making remained part of that muscle 

memory for artists and cultural practitioners, 
however–even if unexercised–as museums 
and galleries remained locked down, and 
resources were redistributed.

Imagine the stillness of collections in 
which so many cultural belongings are, 
currently, undisturbed (except by those 
who maintain them) by human breath, 
heat, and bacteria during lockdown. 
What protective measures will be 
needed to inhabit this space together 
in the future?

practices we take for granted within art organizations and institutions. 
The gallery’s collection of 17,000 items hosts contemporary artworks as 
well as cultural belongings from Africa (650 ancestors), the Indigenous 
peoples of Turtle Islands (769 ancestors), and from many other places. 
In a climate-controlled vault these historical objects gleaned from colonial 
wealth-building are suspended from their original purpose, a weight we felt 
in contextualizing the collection’s location in Kingston, the first capital of the 
Dominion of Canada. The artists involved connected these living colonial 
legacies in the Agnes collection with the spirits embedded within it. Over 
four years of dreaming together, the artists and curator became accomplices, 
changing our methodologies of art making, presenting, and relationship 
building that directly impacted the project.

Clare Butcher, whose essay follows this introduction, has been a core 
collaborator since we met in early 2019. Her practice is an embodied one, 
where her stated ethos, values, and pedagogy-focused methodologies are 
put into practice—throughout a project, and in every collaboration with 
humans and non-humans, in social contexts and with materials. Her 
generous way of working brings new insights and expansive connections 
that are horizontal. I feel privileged to have such a brilliant, compassionate 
human continue to be my accomplice in this journey of thinking about the 
in/visible fugitive, transformative rituals of art making, disseminating, and 
evolving involved in manifesting a vision.

       —Myung-Sun Kim, Curator of Fugitive Rituals

Hardly “just another box of unknowns” 
or “trinket”27 Mochizuki’s stormy tale 
surrounding the omikuji surfaces the 
dangers of equating collecting with 
“knowing,” alongside the power of 
belongings as gifts, curses, blessings. 
And as a puddle of water appears in 
the unfolding narrative—accompanied 
by the tense beat of the taiko drums, 
high-pitched frequencies, and the 
distorted voice of Yatsu-Ikazuchi-
no-Kami—Mochizuki invites us to 
shake a replica omikuji box (item 
#M77-137 in the collection) and 
receive a fortune. Keep it, leave it 
behind, regardless of the particular 
outcome, it is we who are rattled 
by the realization of our reliance 
on fleeting, speculative prophecies 
in the face of uncertain futures.

        Hummmmm 
        Mmmystery
        Mmmissing
        Missing you.

adjacency: 

the reparative work of transforming proximity into 
accountability;
the labor of positioning oneself in relation to another in ways
that revalue and redress complex histories of dispossession.28

 

I started my ritual remote reading of this exhibition by asking in which direction 
the projects’ devotional exercises were channelled. And now I sense that reading 
remotely is not an option. For the devotional exercises, the rituals we’ve witnessed, 
travelled alongside of, meditated on, listened to, been shaken up by, left behind, 
and carried with, are about proximity. And indeed, Campt has words for this too 
when she describes the role of “adjacency” in the “reparative work of transforming 
proximity into accountability.”29 The fugitive operations of the rituals at work here are 

1 See Carol Duncan’s Civilizing Rituals: Inside Public Art Museums (London: Routledge, 1992) where the author critically examines 
the symbols, mechanisms, and performative behaviour at work within museum and other exhibition spaces. Exposing the grammar 
of power structures, Duncan astutely identifies the space of secular ceremony that the museum and its displays have come to represent 
for the powers that be, saying: “What we see and do not see in art museums—and on whose terms and whose authority we do 
and do not see it—is closely linked to larger questions about who constitutes the community and who defines its identity.” p.9. 
2 The italic sections throughout this text are a mix of personal steps taken in the writing process over months of generous 
conversation with the exhibition’s curator Myung-Sun Kim, together with possible prompts that a reader might follow along 
in their own way. The tone moves between registers and is offered in a speculative, non-prescriptive spirit.

CAMILLE TURNER, DREAM ROOM (2022). 
DOCUMENTATION BY PAUL LITHERLAND
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“No waste, all ingredients” Myung-Sun Kim said about Nicolas Fleming’s 
approach, which blurs the boundaries between the role of preparator, 
fabricator, arts worker, exhibition designer, and artist. For sixteen weeks prior 
to the exhibition opening, Fleming inhabited the gallery lounge, repurposing 
what is usually a reading room as A Mudroom (2022) using “discarded 
materials and debris from his past art exhibitions, as well as renovation 
waste from his late grandparents’ house in Kingston.”7 This welcoming 
domestic detritus offers another starting point for an exhibition journey, 
a moment to prepare ourselves to enter a house already full of bodies of 
knowledge, ongoing processes, and residues of other lives. Bringing other 
colleagues and collaborators into the process over time, Fleming offers a 
space to consider what being a (good) guest or visitor means. What stories, 
encounters, traces might we leave behind and have left on us?

And, like a trail of footprints leading from the door, Fleming’s work filters into 
the rest of the space through other touches of what might be called mediation. 
The printed rolls of wall text and infrastructure that supports other works 
generates a kind of scaffolding, pushing up on the institution. Drawing 
attention to its surfaces, which, through the work of Camille Turner, 
become sites of reverberation.

 Follow your feet.
Find a place to rest. Breathe.

 Hear the call of the Afronaut.

Listening is hardly a passive practice. It is a relational one, requiring the whole 
body. Synapses connect with memories, with other ways of knowing that go 
beyond the modes of observation and extraction that colonial enlightenment 
held so dear.8 

While the “unprecedentedness” of the last years has been seemingly 
overwritten, I’m pressing this point here for a future reader, as a protective 
measure against (you and me?) forgetting this time and what we’ve learned. 
Without access to those habitual modes of gathering, arranging, and 
production, it’s the devotional exercises explicitly not directed towards 
the exhibition as form, or the institution as end goal, but towards survival, 
sustenance, and living a different future, that have flourished.

In Listening to Images (2017)—a text that has grounded much of Myung-Sun 
Kim’s thinking in her collaborative processes—scholar Tina M. Campt asks: 
“How do we create an alternative future by living both the future we want to 
see, while inhabiting its potential foreclosure at the same time?”3 Through this 
question and her wider work, Campt attunes us to the “everyday engagements 
with power”4 (that we might call rituals) at work in the context of Black feminist 
futurity that refuse the “silencing effects of the bureaucratic archive” (and the 
collection). Cumulatively, these acts of refusal create “an existential grammatical 
practice of grappling with precarity, while maintaining an active commitment 
to the… labor of creating an alternative future.”5

Futurity is as much at stake in the rituals of fugitivity operationalized by the 
artists and curator in this exhibition. By intersecting personal assemblages 
with institutional and unclassified holdings within and beyond the Etherington 
House and Galleries, their projects at intimate and larger scales pose resonant 
questions: What even is a collection? What practices of acquisition and 
stewardship constitute the art historical “commonwealth” of colonial outposts? 
Which tools and resources are required for being co-present, for meaning
making, sustaining relationships and tending to the leftover, now and 
in the next pandemic?

Before the exhibition even exists, drive through the town where 
it will eventually take shape—Kingston, Ontario.
From the car window, consider the juxtaposition between the 
exhibition site, the prison complex, the university, the hospital, 
the fort, the waterways (St. Lawrence River in this case) filled 
by a thousand islands, canals, and levees that connect and 
fragment them.
Note the correlations with other colonial towns you might 
know—Makhanda, Eastern Cape.6

 Bring the outside in.
 Remove your shoes.

Arriving before theory, before naming, these embodied resonances require us 
to listen to rather than look at the unclassifiable in ways that touch and move 
us. For Turner, the sound is also a call to the Afronauts—future ancestors who 
figure throughout Turner’s Afronautic Research Methodologies—to return 
to the present from the other stars they inhabit “to recover their sacred 
knowledge for the future.”16 

Remember Cecilia Vicuña’s words, “life regenerates in the dark.”17 
Consider what is worth preserving. 
Do you smell moss?

And just as Turner’s soundscape transgresses the boundaries of past, present, 
and future, Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen tend to All These Lines (2022) 
“that separate state/private/public property and people from the food that 
grows within.”18 Navigating typologies of border zones—along military sites, 
edges of orchards, hydro corridors, the roads staked out by colonial surveyors, 
and the gallery’s own liminal spaces—Myers and Pitkanen, in the context 
of their wider practices as artists, musicians, and environmental justice 
practitioners, remind us that the edges of statecraft on Indigenous lands 
are hardly empty, forgotten spaces, but flowing over with complex 
relationships, future sustenance, as well as inherited separation, violence, 
and continued abandonment. 

The site(s)-responsive, almost apocalyptic larder that greets the visitor 
preserves the evidence of their ritual, labour-intensive harvesting from these 
tense zones along Colonization Roads all over Ontario. “One bushel of apples 
= one jelly jar” the artists note.19 Painstakingly mustering “feral fruit” jelly jars,20 

Camille Turner’s Dream Room (2022) decentres the eyes completely, 
through a “sonic meditation”9 guided by a collective voice and surrounding 
soundscape/sandscape. Here, the visitor-turned-meditator is invited to “drift 
into blackness” and consider what cannot be seen—“the material residue 
of an era long gone…of a culture who left earth.”10 

Resonating in and through human and non-human vessels and architecture, 
the voice emanates from Malian Dogon masks held in the vaults beyond the 
walls of that room, touched only by tentative “gloved fingers.”11 These masks 
are among the 500 objects in the Lang Collection of African Art and the wider 
17,000+ cultural belongings of which the Agnes Etherington Art Centre team 
are custodians.12 Having arrived in various ways such as philanthropic donation 
and bequest, these belongings cannot be reduced to the notion of a single 
“collection,” nor their functions to “artefacts” from a distant past and place. 
The multiple forms and uses of masks in Dogon communities’ cultural 
practices, such as funerary ceremonies, and their performative “activations” 
within colonial exhibitions in Europe as recently as the mid-1900s resist 
easy containment or capture.13 

Don’t trust tidy labels.

Language is at a loss here. And it is in the silence that follows that Turner 
amplifies the “felt sound”14 of these belongings. Described by Tina M. Campt, 
“felt sound” is the hum of “infrasonic” vibrations that are not heard and 
perceived but “felt…through contact with parts of the body.”15 

Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way (2022) layers the ground for Alize Zorlutuna 
and S F Ho’s contribution. Drawing on the carpet collection of Agnes “allegedly 
acquired by Etherington’s husband while stationed in Egypt during WWI,”21 

Zorlutuna—whose work engages traditions 
of textile production—co-creates what the 
artist calls a bahçe (garden) of human-non-
human relationships through gifts, motifs, and 
shapes from the context around those carpets: 
the waterways and plant and animal lives of 
Kingston. Brought together in the sacred 
shape of a mihrab “(the arced form within a 
prayer rug),”22 these resituated forms rest in the 
company of medicinal plants (such as mugwort, 
poppies, rue) grown and harvested through an 
expansive collaboration with S F Ho and plants 
from Anatolia, alongside roses collected from 
the gardens outside the gallery. The grief of 
uprooting, loss of home, and bittersweet joy of 
reconnecting and replenishing, expressed in this 
layer of the installation echo in five further rituals 
of assembly titled Ablution, Imbibe, Missing 
Body, Veil, Watcher (2022). 

These assemblies bring together elements—
ranging from a hammam bowl, Turkish coffee 
cup (fincan), nalin shoes, Anatolian coffee, 
dyed silk, National Geographic clippings, to 
Ebru paper prints—and vessels from Agnes’s 
holdings. Complicating the divisions so often 
made between materials, belongings, “artefacts,” 
Zorlutuna and Ho deploy the rituals of display—
placing on a pedestal, protecting under a vitrine, 
veiling from sunlight and prying eyes, cosseting 
with parchment paper. These gestures upset 

the verticality of classification hierarchies, bringing cared-for object-collaborators 
into horizontal relationships with the bodies of water (the “we”) who cohabit the 
space with them.

Drip drip.
Note the watermark on the ceiling.
Trace its leaky mysteries in and around porous systems. 
Can you sense the humidity levels rising? 
The edges of precious documents curling?

alongside excavated glass and rusty kitchen tools, soil, foraged plants, and 
found furniture—the formerly dispossessed and dumped mingle with the very 
formally possessed and preserved. Underscored by the haunting soundscape 
that fills the installation’s seemingly serene green setting. Myers and Pitkanen 
further dismantle the structures governing what deserves care, conservation, 
and visibility, such as curtains and lightbulbs that they remove from the room’s 
infrastructure, exposing in absentia what often hides in plain sight.  

Which uninvited guests have entered along with you? 
Moisture on your glasses from the drizzle outside, 
The words from yesterday’s tea with a friend in your head, 
The stray hair of a pet you’ve been caring for on your sleeve. 
We are all vessels and vehicles.

Those waterlogged relations spill over in 8 anew/M# (2022),23 as Cindy 
Mochizuki submerges the visitor-turned-houseguest-turned-meditator-
turned-forager-turned-vessel into the tumult of a future torrential rainstorm 
and fever dream. Springing from Mochizuki’s wider practice that explores 
the “manifestation of story” alongside transpacific histories and memory 
work,24 this interactive installation is infused with an oral and sonic narrative 
in which we follow the story of a woman woken by the rattle of thunder to 
find Yatsu-Ikazuchi-no-Kami (the Eight Thunder God) and “an omikuji box 
at the foot of her bed.”25 

Omikuji (fortune) boxes are sacred objects, usually found in Japanese temples 
where they are first blessed and shaken by monks in preparation for future 
visitors who in turn, shake a box to find their good or bad fortune, indicated by 
a message on the divination stick that tumbles out. The ones found within the 
Queen’s University collection were donated to the institution in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century, and form part of a larger body of belongings from Japan 
and Asia classified “M” in the absence of proper “records on their previous 
ownership or origins.”26 

directed inwards and outwards, asking us as visitors, vessels, vehicles, 
to position ourselves in relation to each other in accountability, in complicity, 
in grief, in courage, and to do so not only in the presence of these works 
but beyond the exhibition, the collection, the institution—at home, 
on your way, in your body, now and for a future taking shape. 

That’s the whole point of rituals. They continue. 

Review the text one last time. Press send to the reader.
In vulnerability.

Get some fresh air. 

A  R I T U A L  F O R  R E A D I N G  A N  E X H I B I T I O N
By Clare Butcher

Exhibition spaces are ritual spaces.1 Climate control, cleaning of floors and 
door handles, attendants and visitors tracing choreographies from artwork 
to artwork, object to object, guided by the presence of signage and stories. 
The word ritual is described as a devotional exercise. And it is the direction 
of that devotion and the embodiment of those exercises that I hope to think 
about together in this text—a text that attempts to practice a ritual of reading 
a particular exhibition remotely. 

The ritual has already started: 2

Don’t go to see an exhibition in person for a year or two.
Know that with all the digital access, the online platforms 
and events, there will always be glitches, something missing, 
space for speculation.
Give thanks for ongoing curatorial conversations.

The exhibition Fugitive Rituals is a deeply collaborative process led by curator 
Myung-Sun Kim, with contributions from Nicolas Fleming, S F Ho, Cindy 
Mochizuki, Lisa Myers, Laura Pitkanen, Camille Turner, and Alize Zorlutuna. 
It was produced over years of the pandemic, a time of so much loss. And on 
that long list of losses were the habits and rituals many of us clung to. And 
maybe still do. Exhibitions and project making remained part of that muscle 

memory for artists and cultural practitioners, 
however–even if unexercised–as museums 
and galleries remained locked down, and 
resources were redistributed.

Imagine the stillness of collections in 
which so many cultural belongings are, 
currently, undisturbed (except by those 
who maintain them) by human breath, 
heat, and bacteria during lockdown. 
What protective measures will be 
needed to inhabit this space together 
in the future?

Hardly “just another box of unknowns” 
or “trinket”27 Mochizuki’s stormy tale 
surrounding the omikuji surfaces the 
dangers of equating collecting with 
“knowing,” alongside the power of 
belongings as gifts, curses, blessings. 
And as a puddle of water appears in 
the unfolding narrative—accompanied 
by the tense beat of the taiko drums, 
high-pitched frequencies, and the 
distorted voice of Yatsu-Ikazuchi-
no-Kami—Mochizuki invites us to 
shake a replica omikuji box (item 
#M77-137 in the collection) and 
receive a fortune. Keep it, leave it 
behind, regardless of the particular 
outcome, it is we who are rattled 
by the realization of our reliance 
on fleeting, speculative prophecies 
in the face of uncertain futures.

        Hummmmm 
        Mmmystery
        Mmmissing
        Missing you.

adjacency: 

the reparative work of transforming proximity into 
accountability;
the labor of positioning oneself in relation to another in ways
that revalue and redress complex histories of dispossession.28

 

I started my ritual remote reading of this exhibition by asking in which direction 
the projects’ devotional exercises were channelled. And now I sense that reading 
remotely is not an option. For the devotional exercises, the rituals we’ve witnessed, 
travelled alongside of, meditated on, listened to, been shaken up by, left behind, 
and carried with, are about proximity. And indeed, Campt has words for this too 
when she describes the role of “adjacency” in the “reparative work of transforming 
proximity into accountability.”29 The fugitive operations of the rituals at work here are 

3 Tina M. Campt, Listening to Images (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2017), p.107.
4 See Tina M. Campt’s lecture “Black Feminist Futures and the Practice of Fugitivity,” October 7, 2014, available online: 
https://vimeo.com/109540290. 
5 Campt, Listening to Images, p.116.
6 Makhanda, formerly Grahamstown, Eastern Cape, South Africa is a town built up around Rhodes University. The preservation 
of this legacy (through proximity to knowledge and cultural reproduction) has been deeply unsettled in recent years through not 
only the renaming of the place, but also the #rhodesmustfall and #feesmustfall movements. 

7 Text co-written by Myung-Sun Kim and Nicolas Fleming.
8 See Rolando Vasquez’s writing on “Buen Vivir, Relationality and the Task of Listening” where he discusses the dichotomous impulse 
of enlightenment, and with that modernist approaches to the world—dividing experiences between self and other, human and nature, 
light and dark. To encounter one another (and the other) through an expansive form of listening, he says “presents itself also as an 
ethical orientation, towards knowledge as relationality. To listen means to bridge the colonial difference, the rift that separates the 
visible and the invisible, 'the real' and 'the absent'.” Denktraditionen im Dialog:Studien zur Befreiung und interkulturalität, vol.33 
(Wissenschaftsverlag Mainz: Aachen, 2012), p.7. For more recent writing by Vasquez see Vistas of Modernity (2021).
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“No waste, all ingredients” Myung-Sun Kim said about Nicolas Fleming’s 
approach, which blurs the boundaries between the role of preparator, 
fabricator, arts worker, exhibition designer, and artist. For sixteen weeks prior 
to the exhibition opening, Fleming inhabited the gallery lounge, repurposing 
what is usually a reading room as A Mudroom (2022) using “discarded 
materials and debris from his past art exhibitions, as well as renovation 
waste from his late grandparents’ house in Kingston.”7 This welcoming 
domestic detritus offers another starting point for an exhibition journey, 
a moment to prepare ourselves to enter a house already full of bodies of 
knowledge, ongoing processes, and residues of other lives. Bringing other 
colleagues and collaborators into the process over time, Fleming offers a 
space to consider what being a (good) guest or visitor means. What stories, 
encounters, traces might we leave behind and have left on us?

And, like a trail of footprints leading from the door, Fleming’s work filters into 
the rest of the space through other touches of what might be called mediation. 
The printed rolls of wall text and infrastructure that supports other works 
generates a kind of scaffolding, pushing up on the institution. Drawing 
attention to its surfaces, which, through the work of Camille Turner, 
become sites of reverberation.

 Follow your feet.
Find a place to rest. Breathe.

 Hear the call of the Afronaut.

Listening is hardly a passive practice. It is a relational one, requiring the whole 
body. Synapses connect with memories, with other ways of knowing that go 
beyond the modes of observation and extraction that colonial enlightenment 
held so dear.8 

While the “unprecedentedness” of the last years has been seemingly 
overwritten, I’m pressing this point here for a future reader, as a protective 
measure against (you and me?) forgetting this time and what we’ve learned. 
Without access to those habitual modes of gathering, arranging, and 
production, it’s the devotional exercises explicitly not directed towards 
the exhibition as form, or the institution as end goal, but towards survival, 
sustenance, and living a different future, that have flourished.

In Listening to Images (2017)—a text that has grounded much of Myung-Sun 
Kim’s thinking in her collaborative processes—scholar Tina M. Campt asks: 
“How do we create an alternative future by living both the future we want to 
see, while inhabiting its potential foreclosure at the same time?”3 Through this 
question and her wider work, Campt attunes us to the “everyday engagements 
with power”4 (that we might call rituals) at work in the context of Black feminist 
futurity that refuse the “silencing effects of the bureaucratic archive” (and the 
collection). Cumulatively, these acts of refusal create “an existential grammatical 
practice of grappling with precarity, while maintaining an active commitment 
to the… labor of creating an alternative future.”5

Futurity is as much at stake in the rituals of fugitivity operationalized by the 
artists and curator in this exhibition. By intersecting personal assemblages 
with institutional and unclassified holdings within and beyond the Etherington 
House and Galleries, their projects at intimate and larger scales pose resonant 
questions: What even is a collection? What practices of acquisition and 
stewardship constitute the art historical “commonwealth” of colonial outposts? 
Which tools and resources are required for being co-present, for meaning
making, sustaining relationships and tending to the leftover, now and 
in the next pandemic?

Before the exhibition even exists, drive through the town where 
it will eventually take shape—Kingston, Ontario.
From the car window, consider the juxtaposition between the 
exhibition site, the prison complex, the university, the hospital, 
the fort, the waterways (St. Lawrence River in this case) filled 
by a thousand islands, canals, and levees that connect and 
fragment them.
Note the correlations with other colonial towns you might 
know—Makhanda, Eastern Cape.6

 Bring the outside in.
 Remove your shoes.

Arriving before theory, before naming, these embodied resonances require us 
to listen to rather than look at the unclassifiable in ways that touch and move 
us. For Turner, the sound is also a call to the Afronauts—future ancestors who 
figure throughout Turner’s Afronautic Research Methodologies—to return 
to the present from the other stars they inhabit “to recover their sacred 
knowledge for the future.”16 

Remember Cecilia Vicuña’s words, “life regenerates in the dark.”17 
Consider what is worth preserving. 
Do you smell moss?

And just as Turner’s soundscape transgresses the boundaries of past, present, 
and future, Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen tend to All These Lines (2022) 
“that separate state/private/public property and people from the food that 
grows within.”18 Navigating typologies of border zones—along military sites, 
edges of orchards, hydro corridors, the roads staked out by colonial surveyors, 
and the gallery’s own liminal spaces—Myers and Pitkanen, in the context 
of their wider practices as artists, musicians, and environmental justice 
practitioners, remind us that the edges of statecraft on Indigenous lands 
are hardly empty, forgotten spaces, but flowing over with complex 
relationships, future sustenance, as well as inherited separation, violence, 
and continued abandonment. 

The site(s)-responsive, almost apocalyptic larder that greets the visitor 
preserves the evidence of their ritual, labour-intensive harvesting from these 
tense zones along Colonization Roads all over Ontario. “One bushel of apples 
= one jelly jar” the artists note.19 Painstakingly mustering “feral fruit” jelly jars,20 

Camille Turner’s Dream Room (2022) decentres the eyes completely, 
through a “sonic meditation”9 guided by a collective voice and surrounding 
soundscape/sandscape. Here, the visitor-turned-meditator is invited to “drift 
into blackness” and consider what cannot be seen—“the material residue 
of an era long gone…of a culture who left earth.”10 

Resonating in and through human and non-human vessels and architecture, 
the voice emanates from Malian Dogon masks held in the vaults beyond the 
walls of that room, touched only by tentative “gloved fingers.”11 These masks 
are among the 500 objects in the Lang Collection of African Art and the wider 
17,000+ cultural belongings of which the Agnes Etherington Art Centre team 
are custodians.12 Having arrived in various ways such as philanthropic donation 
and bequest, these belongings cannot be reduced to the notion of a single 
“collection,” nor their functions to “artefacts” from a distant past and place. 
The multiple forms and uses of masks in Dogon communities’ cultural 
practices, such as funerary ceremonies, and their performative “activations” 
within colonial exhibitions in Europe as recently as the mid-1900s resist 
easy containment or capture.13 

Don’t trust tidy labels.

Language is at a loss here. And it is in the silence that follows that Turner 
amplifies the “felt sound”14 of these belongings. Described by Tina M. Campt, 
“felt sound” is the hum of “infrasonic” vibrations that are not heard and 
perceived but “felt…through contact with parts of the body.”15 

Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way (2022) layers the ground for Alize Zorlutuna 
and S F Ho’s contribution. Drawing on the carpet collection of Agnes “allegedly 
acquired by Etherington’s husband while stationed in Egypt during WWI,”21 

Zorlutuna—whose work engages traditions 
of textile production—co-creates what the 
artist calls a bahçe (garden) of human-non-
human relationships through gifts, motifs, and 
shapes from the context around those carpets: 
the waterways and plant and animal lives of 
Kingston. Brought together in the sacred 
shape of a mihrab “(the arced form within a 
prayer rug),”22 these resituated forms rest in the 
company of medicinal plants (such as mugwort, 
poppies, rue) grown and harvested through an 
expansive collaboration with S F Ho and plants 
from Anatolia, alongside roses collected from 
the gardens outside the gallery. The grief of 
uprooting, loss of home, and bittersweet joy of 
reconnecting and replenishing, expressed in this 
layer of the installation echo in five further rituals 
of assembly titled Ablution, Imbibe, Missing 
Body, Veil, Watcher (2022). 

These assemblies bring together elements—
ranging from a hammam bowl, Turkish coffee 
cup (fincan), nalin shoes, Anatolian coffee, 
dyed silk, National Geographic clippings, to 
Ebru paper prints—and vessels from Agnes’s 
holdings. Complicating the divisions so often 
made between materials, belongings, “artefacts,” 
Zorlutuna and Ho deploy the rituals of display—
placing on a pedestal, protecting under a vitrine, 
veiling from sunlight and prying eyes, cosseting 
with parchment paper. These gestures upset 

the verticality of classification hierarchies, bringing cared-for object-collaborators 
into horizontal relationships with the bodies of water (the “we”) who cohabit the 
space with them.

Drip drip.
Note the watermark on the ceiling.
Trace its leaky mysteries in and around porous systems. 
Can you sense the humidity levels rising? 
The edges of precious documents curling?

alongside excavated glass and rusty kitchen tools, soil, foraged plants, and 
found furniture—the formerly dispossessed and dumped mingle with the very 
formally possessed and preserved. Underscored by the haunting soundscape 
that fills the installation’s seemingly serene green setting. Myers and Pitkanen 
further dismantle the structures governing what deserves care, conservation, 
and visibility, such as curtains and lightbulbs that they remove from the room’s 
infrastructure, exposing in absentia what often hides in plain sight.  

Which uninvited guests have entered along with you? 
Moisture on your glasses from the drizzle outside, 
The words from yesterday’s tea with a friend in your head, 
The stray hair of a pet you’ve been caring for on your sleeve. 
We are all vessels and vehicles.

Those waterlogged relations spill over in 8 anew/M# (2022),23 as Cindy 
Mochizuki submerges the visitor-turned-houseguest-turned-meditator-
turned-forager-turned-vessel into the tumult of a future torrential rainstorm 
and fever dream. Springing from Mochizuki’s wider practice that explores 
the “manifestation of story” alongside transpacific histories and memory 
work,24 this interactive installation is infused with an oral and sonic narrative 
in which we follow the story of a woman woken by the rattle of thunder to 
find Yatsu-Ikazuchi-no-Kami (the Eight Thunder God) and “an omikuji box 
at the foot of her bed.”25 

Omikuji (fortune) boxes are sacred objects, usually found in Japanese temples 
where they are first blessed and shaken by monks in preparation for future 
visitors who in turn, shake a box to find their good or bad fortune, indicated by 
a message on the divination stick that tumbles out. The ones found within the 
Queen’s University collection were donated to the institution in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century, and form part of a larger body of belongings from Japan 
and Asia classified “M” in the absence of proper “records on their previous 
ownership or origins.”26 

directed inwards and outwards, asking us as visitors, vessels, vehicles, 
to position ourselves in relation to each other in accountability, in complicity, 
in grief, in courage, and to do so not only in the presence of these works 
but beyond the exhibition, the collection, the institution—at home, 
on your way, in your body, now and for a future taking shape. 

That’s the whole point of rituals. They continue. 

Review the text one last time. Press send to the reader.
In vulnerability.

Get some fresh air. 

A  R I T U A L  F O R  R E A D I N G  A N  E X H I B I T I O N
By Clare Butcher

Exhibition spaces are ritual spaces.1 Climate control, cleaning of floors and 
door handles, attendants and visitors tracing choreographies from artwork 
to artwork, object to object, guided by the presence of signage and stories. 
The word ritual is described as a devotional exercise. And it is the direction 
of that devotion and the embodiment of those exercises that I hope to think 
about together in this text—a text that attempts to practice a ritual of reading 
a particular exhibition remotely. 

The ritual has already started: 2

Don’t go to see an exhibition in person for a year or two.
Know that with all the digital access, the online platforms 
and events, there will always be glitches, something missing, 
space for speculation.
Give thanks for ongoing curatorial conversations.

The exhibition Fugitive Rituals is a deeply collaborative process led by curator 
Myung-Sun Kim, with contributions from Nicolas Fleming, S F Ho, Cindy 
Mochizuki, Lisa Myers, Laura Pitkanen, Camille Turner, and Alize Zorlutuna. 
It was produced over years of the pandemic, a time of so much loss. And on 
that long list of losses were the habits and rituals many of us clung to. And 
maybe still do. Exhibitions and project making remained part of that muscle 

memory for artists and cultural practitioners, 
however–even if unexercised–as museums 
and galleries remained locked down, and 
resources were redistributed.

Imagine the stillness of collections in 
which so many cultural belongings are, 
currently, undisturbed (except by those 
who maintain them) by human breath, 
heat, and bacteria during lockdown. 
What protective measures will be 
needed to inhabit this space together 
in the future?

Hardly “just another box of unknowns” 
or “trinket”27 Mochizuki’s stormy tale 
surrounding the omikuji surfaces the 
dangers of equating collecting with 
“knowing,” alongside the power of 
belongings as gifts, curses, blessings. 
And as a puddle of water appears in 
the unfolding narrative—accompanied 
by the tense beat of the taiko drums, 
high-pitched frequencies, and the 
distorted voice of Yatsu-Ikazuchi-
no-Kami—Mochizuki invites us to 
shake a replica omikuji box (item 
#M77-137 in the collection) and 
receive a fortune. Keep it, leave it 
behind, regardless of the particular 
outcome, it is we who are rattled 
by the realization of our reliance 
on fleeting, speculative prophecies 
in the face of uncertain futures.

        Hummmmm 
        Mmmystery
        Mmmissing
        Missing you.

adjacency: 

the reparative work of transforming proximity into 
accountability;
the labor of positioning oneself in relation to another in ways
that revalue and redress complex histories of dispossession.28

 

I started my ritual remote reading of this exhibition by asking in which direction 
the projects’ devotional exercises were channelled. And now I sense that reading 
remotely is not an option. For the devotional exercises, the rituals we’ve witnessed, 
travelled alongside of, meditated on, listened to, been shaken up by, left behind, 
and carried with, are about proximity. And indeed, Campt has words for this too 
when she describes the role of “adjacency” in the “reparative work of transforming 
proximity into accountability.”29 The fugitive operations of the rituals at work here are 

9 Text co-written by Myung-Sun Kim and Camille Turner. 
10 Camille Turner, Dream Room (2022).
11 Ibid.
12 See Dr. Qanita Lilla’s recent exhibition at Agnes Etherington Art Centre that continues to unpack these particular holdings, 
titled With Opened Mouths (2021–22), available online: https://agnes.queensu.ca/exhibition/with-opened-mouths/. 
13 See Tamara Levitz’s “The Aestheticization of Ethnicity: Imagining the Dogon at the Musée du quai Branly,” The Musical 
Quarterly 89, no.4 (Winter 2006) where she draws on research describing the daily dances of Dogon people and masks 
in the French West Africa Pavilion in the Paris international colonial exhibition in 1931. 
14 Campt, Listening to Images, p.7.
15 Ibid., pp.6–7.

16 For further details on Turner’s Afronautic Research Lab see: http://camilleturner.com/project/afronautic-research-lab/.
17 Cecilia Vicuña, “Language is Migrant” (2017), the surrounding stanza reads: 
 Maybe darkness will become the source of light. (Life regenerates in the dark.) 
 I see the poet/translator as the person who goes into the dark, seeking the “other” in him/herself, 
 what we don’t wish to see, as if this act could reveal what the world keeps hidden.” 
18 Text co-written by Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen.
19 Preparation notes, Fugitive Rituals, June 2022.
20 Ibid.

CAMILLE TURNER, DREAM ROOM (2022). DOCUMENTATION BY PAUL LITHERLAND

LISA MYERS & LAURA PITKANEN, (LEFT) BAGS OF APPLES (2022), (CENTRE) HYDRO CORRIDOR APPLE TREE (2022), AND (RIGHT) 
MEAFORD TANK RANGE—UNDER FIRE (2022). COURTESY OF THE ARTISTS
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“No waste, all ingredients” Myung-Sun Kim said about Nicolas Fleming’s 
approach, which blurs the boundaries between the role of preparator, 
fabricator, arts worker, exhibition designer, and artist. For sixteen weeks prior 
to the exhibition opening, Fleming inhabited the gallery lounge, repurposing 
what is usually a reading room as A Mudroom (2022) using “discarded 
materials and debris from his past art exhibitions, as well as renovation 
waste from his late grandparents’ house in Kingston.”7 This welcoming 
domestic detritus offers another starting point for an exhibition journey, 
a moment to prepare ourselves to enter a house already full of bodies of 
knowledge, ongoing processes, and residues of other lives. Bringing other 
colleagues and collaborators into the process over time, Fleming offers a 
space to consider what being a (good) guest or visitor means. What stories, 
encounters, traces might we leave behind and have left on us?

And, like a trail of footprints leading from the door, Fleming’s work filters into 
the rest of the space through other touches of what might be called mediation. 
The printed rolls of wall text and infrastructure that supports other works 
generates a kind of scaffolding, pushing up on the institution. Drawing 
attention to its surfaces, which, through the work of Camille Turner, 
become sites of reverberation.

 Follow your feet.
Find a place to rest. Breathe.

 Hear the call of the Afronaut.

Listening is hardly a passive practice. It is a relational one, requiring the whole 
body. Synapses connect with memories, with other ways of knowing that go 
beyond the modes of observation and extraction that colonial enlightenment 
held so dear.8 

While the “unprecedentedness” of the last years has been seemingly 
overwritten, I’m pressing this point here for a future reader, as a protective 
measure against (you and me?) forgetting this time and what we’ve learned. 
Without access to those habitual modes of gathering, arranging, and 
production, it’s the devotional exercises explicitly not directed towards 
the exhibition as form, or the institution as end goal, but towards survival, 
sustenance, and living a different future, that have flourished.

In Listening to Images (2017)—a text that has grounded much of Myung-Sun 
Kim’s thinking in her collaborative processes—scholar Tina M. Campt asks: 
“How do we create an alternative future by living both the future we want to 
see, while inhabiting its potential foreclosure at the same time?”3 Through this 
question and her wider work, Campt attunes us to the “everyday engagements 
with power”4 (that we might call rituals) at work in the context of Black feminist 
futurity that refuse the “silencing effects of the bureaucratic archive” (and the 
collection). Cumulatively, these acts of refusal create “an existential grammatical 
practice of grappling with precarity, while maintaining an active commitment 
to the… labor of creating an alternative future.”5

Futurity is as much at stake in the rituals of fugitivity operationalized by the 
artists and curator in this exhibition. By intersecting personal assemblages 
with institutional and unclassified holdings within and beyond the Etherington 
House and Galleries, their projects at intimate and larger scales pose resonant 
questions: What even is a collection? What practices of acquisition and 
stewardship constitute the art historical “commonwealth” of colonial outposts? 
Which tools and resources are required for being co-present, for meaning
making, sustaining relationships and tending to the leftover, now and 
in the next pandemic?

Before the exhibition even exists, drive through the town where 
it will eventually take shape—Kingston, Ontario.
From the car window, consider the juxtaposition between the 
exhibition site, the prison complex, the university, the hospital, 
the fort, the waterways (St. Lawrence River in this case) filled 
by a thousand islands, canals, and levees that connect and 
fragment them.
Note the correlations with other colonial towns you might 
know—Makhanda, Eastern Cape.6

 Bring the outside in.
 Remove your shoes.

Arriving before theory, before naming, these embodied resonances require us 
to listen to rather than look at the unclassifiable in ways that touch and move 
us. For Turner, the sound is also a call to the Afronauts—future ancestors who 
figure throughout Turner’s Afronautic Research Methodologies—to return 
to the present from the other stars they inhabit “to recover their sacred 
knowledge for the future.”16 

Remember Cecilia Vicuña’s words, “life regenerates in the dark.”17 
Consider what is worth preserving. 
Do you smell moss?

And just as Turner’s soundscape transgresses the boundaries of past, present, 
and future, Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen tend to All These Lines (2022) 
“that separate state/private/public property and people from the food that 
grows within.”18 Navigating typologies of border zones—along military sites, 
edges of orchards, hydro corridors, the roads staked out by colonial surveyors, 
and the gallery’s own liminal spaces—Myers and Pitkanen, in the context 
of their wider practices as artists, musicians, and environmental justice 
practitioners, remind us that the edges of statecraft on Indigenous lands 
are hardly empty, forgotten spaces, but flowing over with complex 
relationships, future sustenance, as well as inherited separation, violence, 
and continued abandonment. 

The site(s)-responsive, almost apocalyptic larder that greets the visitor 
preserves the evidence of their ritual, labour-intensive harvesting from these 
tense zones along Colonization Roads all over Ontario. “One bushel of apples 
= one jelly jar” the artists note.19 Painstakingly mustering “feral fruit” jelly jars,20 

Camille Turner’s Dream Room (2022) decentres the eyes completely, 
through a “sonic meditation”9 guided by a collective voice and surrounding 
soundscape/sandscape. Here, the visitor-turned-meditator is invited to “drift 
into blackness” and consider what cannot be seen—“the material residue 
of an era long gone…of a culture who left earth.”10 

Resonating in and through human and non-human vessels and architecture, 
the voice emanates from Malian Dogon masks held in the vaults beyond the 
walls of that room, touched only by tentative “gloved fingers.”11 These masks 
are among the 500 objects in the Lang Collection of African Art and the wider 
17,000+ cultural belongings of which the Agnes Etherington Art Centre team 
are custodians.12 Having arrived in various ways such as philanthropic donation 
and bequest, these belongings cannot be reduced to the notion of a single 
“collection,” nor their functions to “artefacts” from a distant past and place. 
The multiple forms and uses of masks in Dogon communities’ cultural 
practices, such as funerary ceremonies, and their performative “activations” 
within colonial exhibitions in Europe as recently as the mid-1900s resist 
easy containment or capture.13 

Don’t trust tidy labels.

Language is at a loss here. And it is in the silence that follows that Turner 
amplifies the “felt sound”14 of these belongings. Described by Tina M. Campt, 
“felt sound” is the hum of “infrasonic” vibrations that are not heard and 
perceived but “felt…through contact with parts of the body.”15 

Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way (2022) layers the ground for Alize Zorlutuna 
and S F Ho’s contribution. Drawing on the carpet collection of Agnes “allegedly 
acquired by Etherington’s husband while stationed in Egypt during WWI,”21 

Zorlutuna—whose work engages traditions 
of textile production—co-creates what the 
artist calls a bahçe (garden) of human-non-
human relationships through gifts, motifs, and 
shapes from the context around those carpets: 
the waterways and plant and animal lives of 
Kingston. Brought together in the sacred 
shape of a mihrab “(the arced form within a 
prayer rug),”22 these resituated forms rest in the 
company of medicinal plants (such as mugwort, 
poppies, rue) grown and harvested through an 
expansive collaboration with S F Ho and plants 
from Anatolia, alongside roses collected from 
the gardens outside the gallery. The grief of 
uprooting, loss of home, and bittersweet joy of 
reconnecting and replenishing, expressed in this 
layer of the installation echo in five further rituals 
of assembly titled Ablution, Imbibe, Missing 
Body, Veil, Watcher (2022). 

These assemblies bring together elements—
ranging from a hammam bowl, Turkish coffee 
cup (fincan), nalin shoes, Anatolian coffee, 
dyed silk, National Geographic clippings, to 
Ebru paper prints—and vessels from Agnes’s 
holdings. Complicating the divisions so often 
made between materials, belongings, “artefacts,” 
Zorlutuna and Ho deploy the rituals of display—
placing on a pedestal, protecting under a vitrine, 
veiling from sunlight and prying eyes, cosseting 
with parchment paper. These gestures upset 

the verticality of classification hierarchies, bringing cared-for object-collaborators 
into horizontal relationships with the bodies of water (the “we”) who cohabit the 
space with them.

Drip drip.
Note the watermark on the ceiling.
Trace its leaky mysteries in and around porous systems. 
Can you sense the humidity levels rising? 
The edges of precious documents curling?

alongside excavated glass and rusty kitchen tools, soil, foraged plants, and 
found furniture—the formerly dispossessed and dumped mingle with the very 
formally possessed and preserved. Underscored by the haunting soundscape 
that fills the installation’s seemingly serene green setting. Myers and Pitkanen 
further dismantle the structures governing what deserves care, conservation, 
and visibility, such as curtains and lightbulbs that they remove from the room’s 
infrastructure, exposing in absentia what often hides in plain sight.  

Which uninvited guests have entered along with you? 
Moisture on your glasses from the drizzle outside, 
The words from yesterday’s tea with a friend in your head, 
The stray hair of a pet you’ve been caring for on your sleeve. 
We are all vessels and vehicles.

Those waterlogged relations spill over in 8 anew/M# (2022),23 as Cindy 
Mochizuki submerges the visitor-turned-houseguest-turned-meditator-
turned-forager-turned-vessel into the tumult of a future torrential rainstorm 
and fever dream. Springing from Mochizuki’s wider practice that explores 
the “manifestation of story” alongside transpacific histories and memory 
work,24 this interactive installation is infused with an oral and sonic narrative 
in which we follow the story of a woman woken by the rattle of thunder to 
find Yatsu-Ikazuchi-no-Kami (the Eight Thunder God) and “an omikuji box 
at the foot of her bed.”25 

Omikuji (fortune) boxes are sacred objects, usually found in Japanese temples 
where they are first blessed and shaken by monks in preparation for future 
visitors who in turn, shake a box to find their good or bad fortune, indicated by 
a message on the divination stick that tumbles out. The ones found within the 
Queen’s University collection were donated to the institution in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century, and form part of a larger body of belongings from Japan 
and Asia classified “M” in the absence of proper “records on their previous 
ownership or origins.”26 

directed inwards and outwards, asking us as visitors, vessels, vehicles, 
to position ourselves in relation to each other in accountability, in complicity, 
in grief, in courage, and to do so not only in the presence of these works 
but beyond the exhibition, the collection, the institution—at home, 
on your way, in your body, now and for a future taking shape. 

That’s the whole point of rituals. They continue. 

Review the text one last time. Press send to the reader.
In vulnerability.

Get some fresh air. 

A  R I T U A L  F O R  R E A D I N G  A N  E X H I B I T I O N
By Clare Butcher

Exhibition spaces are ritual spaces.1 Climate control, cleaning of floors and 
door handles, attendants and visitors tracing choreographies from artwork 
to artwork, object to object, guided by the presence of signage and stories. 
The word ritual is described as a devotional exercise. And it is the direction 
of that devotion and the embodiment of those exercises that I hope to think 
about together in this text—a text that attempts to practice a ritual of reading 
a particular exhibition remotely. 

The ritual has already started: 2

Don’t go to see an exhibition in person for a year or two.
Know that with all the digital access, the online platforms 
and events, there will always be glitches, something missing, 
space for speculation.
Give thanks for ongoing curatorial conversations.

The exhibition Fugitive Rituals is a deeply collaborative process led by curator 
Myung-Sun Kim, with contributions from Nicolas Fleming, S F Ho, Cindy 
Mochizuki, Lisa Myers, Laura Pitkanen, Camille Turner, and Alize Zorlutuna. 
It was produced over years of the pandemic, a time of so much loss. And on 
that long list of losses were the habits and rituals many of us clung to. And 
maybe still do. Exhibitions and project making remained part of that muscle 

memory for artists and cultural practitioners, 
however–even if unexercised–as museums 
and galleries remained locked down, and 
resources were redistributed.

Imagine the stillness of collections in 
which so many cultural belongings are, 
currently, undisturbed (except by those 
who maintain them) by human breath, 
heat, and bacteria during lockdown. 
What protective measures will be 
needed to inhabit this space together 
in the future?

Hardly “just another box of unknowns” 
or “trinket”27 Mochizuki’s stormy tale 
surrounding the omikuji surfaces the 
dangers of equating collecting with 
“knowing,” alongside the power of 
belongings as gifts, curses, blessings. 
And as a puddle of water appears in 
the unfolding narrative—accompanied 
by the tense beat of the taiko drums, 
high-pitched frequencies, and the 
distorted voice of Yatsu-Ikazuchi-
no-Kami—Mochizuki invites us to 
shake a replica omikuji box (item 
#M77-137 in the collection) and 
receive a fortune. Keep it, leave it 
behind, regardless of the particular 
outcome, it is we who are rattled 
by the realization of our reliance 
on fleeting, speculative prophecies 
in the face of uncertain futures.

        Hummmmm 
        Mmmystery
        Mmmissing
        Missing you.

adjacency: 

the reparative work of transforming proximity into 
accountability;
the labor of positioning oneself in relation to another in ways
that revalue and redress complex histories of dispossession.28

 

I started my ritual remote reading of this exhibition by asking in which direction 
the projects’ devotional exercises were channelled. And now I sense that reading 
remotely is not an option. For the devotional exercises, the rituals we’ve witnessed, 
travelled alongside of, meditated on, listened to, been shaken up by, left behind, 
and carried with, are about proximity. And indeed, Campt has words for this too 
when she describes the role of “adjacency” in the “reparative work of transforming 
proximity into accountability.”29 The fugitive operations of the rituals at work here are 

21Text co-written by Alize Zorlutuna and S F Ho, which forms part of the artists’ extensive collaboration.
22 Ibid.
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“No waste, all ingredients” Myung-Sun Kim said about Nicolas Fleming’s 
approach, which blurs the boundaries between the role of preparator, 
fabricator, arts worker, exhibition designer, and artist. For sixteen weeks prior 
to the exhibition opening, Fleming inhabited the gallery lounge, repurposing 
what is usually a reading room as A Mudroom (2022) using “discarded 
materials and debris from his past art exhibitions, as well as renovation 
waste from his late grandparents’ house in Kingston.”7 This welcoming 
domestic detritus offers another starting point for an exhibition journey, 
a moment to prepare ourselves to enter a house already full of bodies of 
knowledge, ongoing processes, and residues of other lives. Bringing other 
colleagues and collaborators into the process over time, Fleming offers a 
space to consider what being a (good) guest or visitor means. What stories, 
encounters, traces might we leave behind and have left on us?

And, like a trail of footprints leading from the door, Fleming’s work filters into 
the rest of the space through other touches of what might be called mediation. 
The printed rolls of wall text and infrastructure that supports other works 
generates a kind of scaffolding, pushing up on the institution. Drawing 
attention to its surfaces, which, through the work of Camille Turner, 
become sites of reverberation.

 Follow your feet.
Find a place to rest. Breathe.

 Hear the call of the Afronaut.

Listening is hardly a passive practice. It is a relational one, requiring the whole 
body. Synapses connect with memories, with other ways of knowing that go 
beyond the modes of observation and extraction that colonial enlightenment 
held so dear.8 

While the “unprecedentedness” of the last years has been seemingly 
overwritten, I’m pressing this point here for a future reader, as a protective 
measure against (you and me?) forgetting this time and what we’ve learned. 
Without access to those habitual modes of gathering, arranging, and 
production, it’s the devotional exercises explicitly not directed towards 
the exhibition as form, or the institution as end goal, but towards survival, 
sustenance, and living a different future, that have flourished.

In Listening to Images (2017)—a text that has grounded much of Myung-Sun 
Kim’s thinking in her collaborative processes—scholar Tina M. Campt asks: 
“How do we create an alternative future by living both the future we want to 
see, while inhabiting its potential foreclosure at the same time?”3 Through this 
question and her wider work, Campt attunes us to the “everyday engagements 
with power”4 (that we might call rituals) at work in the context of Black feminist 
futurity that refuse the “silencing effects of the bureaucratic archive” (and the 
collection). Cumulatively, these acts of refusal create “an existential grammatical 
practice of grappling with precarity, while maintaining an active commitment 
to the… labor of creating an alternative future.”5

Futurity is as much at stake in the rituals of fugitivity operationalized by the 
artists and curator in this exhibition. By intersecting personal assemblages 
with institutional and unclassified holdings within and beyond the Etherington 
House and Galleries, their projects at intimate and larger scales pose resonant 
questions: What even is a collection? What practices of acquisition and 
stewardship constitute the art historical “commonwealth” of colonial outposts? 
Which tools and resources are required for being co-present, for meaning
making, sustaining relationships and tending to the leftover, now and 
in the next pandemic?

Before the exhibition even exists, drive through the town where 
it will eventually take shape—Kingston, Ontario.
From the car window, consider the juxtaposition between the 
exhibition site, the prison complex, the university, the hospital, 
the fort, the waterways (St. Lawrence River in this case) filled 
by a thousand islands, canals, and levees that connect and 
fragment them.
Note the correlations with other colonial towns you might 
know—Makhanda, Eastern Cape.6

 Bring the outside in.
 Remove your shoes.

Arriving before theory, before naming, these embodied resonances require us 
to listen to rather than look at the unclassifiable in ways that touch and move 
us. For Turner, the sound is also a call to the Afronauts—future ancestors who 
figure throughout Turner’s Afronautic Research Methodologies—to return 
to the present from the other stars they inhabit “to recover their sacred 
knowledge for the future.”16 

Remember Cecilia Vicuña’s words, “life regenerates in the dark.”17 
Consider what is worth preserving. 
Do you smell moss?

And just as Turner’s soundscape transgresses the boundaries of past, present, 
and future, Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen tend to All These Lines (2022) 
“that separate state/private/public property and people from the food that 
grows within.”18 Navigating typologies of border zones—along military sites, 
edges of orchards, hydro corridors, the roads staked out by colonial surveyors, 
and the gallery’s own liminal spaces—Myers and Pitkanen, in the context 
of their wider practices as artists, musicians, and environmental justice 
practitioners, remind us that the edges of statecraft on Indigenous lands 
are hardly empty, forgotten spaces, but flowing over with complex 
relationships, future sustenance, as well as inherited separation, violence, 
and continued abandonment. 

The site(s)-responsive, almost apocalyptic larder that greets the visitor 
preserves the evidence of their ritual, labour-intensive harvesting from these 
tense zones along Colonization Roads all over Ontario. “One bushel of apples 
= one jelly jar” the artists note.19 Painstakingly mustering “feral fruit” jelly jars,20 

Camille Turner’s Dream Room (2022) decentres the eyes completely, 
through a “sonic meditation”9 guided by a collective voice and surrounding 
soundscape/sandscape. Here, the visitor-turned-meditator is invited to “drift 
into blackness” and consider what cannot be seen—“the material residue 
of an era long gone…of a culture who left earth.”10 

Resonating in and through human and non-human vessels and architecture, 
the voice emanates from Malian Dogon masks held in the vaults beyond the 
walls of that room, touched only by tentative “gloved fingers.”11 These masks 
are among the 500 objects in the Lang Collection of African Art and the wider 
17,000+ cultural belongings of which the Agnes Etherington Art Centre team 
are custodians.12 Having arrived in various ways such as philanthropic donation 
and bequest, these belongings cannot be reduced to the notion of a single 
“collection,” nor their functions to “artefacts” from a distant past and place. 
The multiple forms and uses of masks in Dogon communities’ cultural 
practices, such as funerary ceremonies, and their performative “activations” 
within colonial exhibitions in Europe as recently as the mid-1900s resist 
easy containment or capture.13 

Don’t trust tidy labels.

Language is at a loss here. And it is in the silence that follows that Turner 
amplifies the “felt sound”14 of these belongings. Described by Tina M. Campt, 
“felt sound” is the hum of “infrasonic” vibrations that are not heard and 
perceived but “felt…through contact with parts of the body.”15 

Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way (2022) layers the ground for Alize Zorlutuna 
and S F Ho’s contribution. Drawing on the carpet collection of Agnes “allegedly 
acquired by Etherington’s husband while stationed in Egypt during WWI,”21 

Zorlutuna—whose work engages traditions 
of textile production—co-creates what the 
artist calls a bahçe (garden) of human-non-
human relationships through gifts, motifs, and 
shapes from the context around those carpets: 
the waterways and plant and animal lives of 
Kingston. Brought together in the sacred 
shape of a mihrab “(the arced form within a 
prayer rug),”22 these resituated forms rest in the 
company of medicinal plants (such as mugwort, 
poppies, rue) grown and harvested through an 
expansive collaboration with S F Ho and plants 
from Anatolia, alongside roses collected from 
the gardens outside the gallery. The grief of 
uprooting, loss of home, and bittersweet joy of 
reconnecting and replenishing, expressed in this 
layer of the installation echo in five further rituals 
of assembly titled Ablution, Imbibe, Missing 
Body, Veil, Watcher (2022). 

These assemblies bring together elements—
ranging from a hammam bowl, Turkish coffee 
cup (fincan), nalin shoes, Anatolian coffee, 
dyed silk, National Geographic clippings, to 
Ebru paper prints—and vessels from Agnes’s 
holdings. Complicating the divisions so often 
made between materials, belongings, “artefacts,” 
Zorlutuna and Ho deploy the rituals of display—
placing on a pedestal, protecting under a vitrine, 
veiling from sunlight and prying eyes, cosseting 
with parchment paper. These gestures upset 

the verticality of classification hierarchies, bringing cared-for object-collaborators 
into horizontal relationships with the bodies of water (the “we”) who cohabit the 
space with them.

Drip drip.
Note the watermark on the ceiling.
Trace its leaky mysteries in and around porous systems. 
Can you sense the humidity levels rising? 
The edges of precious documents curling?

alongside excavated glass and rusty kitchen tools, soil, foraged plants, and 
found furniture—the formerly dispossessed and dumped mingle with the very 
formally possessed and preserved. Underscored by the haunting soundscape 
that fills the installation’s seemingly serene green setting. Myers and Pitkanen 
further dismantle the structures governing what deserves care, conservation, 
and visibility, such as curtains and lightbulbs that they remove from the room’s 
infrastructure, exposing in absentia what often hides in plain sight.  

Which uninvited guests have entered along with you? 
Moisture on your glasses from the drizzle outside, 
The words from yesterday’s tea with a friend in your head, 
The stray hair of a pet you’ve been caring for on your sleeve. 
We are all vessels and vehicles.

Those waterlogged relations spill over in 8 anew/M# (2022),23 as Cindy 
Mochizuki submerges the visitor-turned-houseguest-turned-meditator-
turned-forager-turned-vessel into the tumult of a future torrential rainstorm 
and fever dream. Springing from Mochizuki’s wider practice that explores 
the “manifestation of story” alongside transpacific histories and memory 
work,24 this interactive installation is infused with an oral and sonic narrative 
in which we follow the story of a woman woken by the rattle of thunder to 
find Yatsu-Ikazuchi-no-Kami (the Eight Thunder God) and “an omikuji box 
at the foot of her bed.”25 

Omikuji (fortune) boxes are sacred objects, usually found in Japanese temples 
where they are first blessed and shaken by monks in preparation for future 
visitors who in turn, shake a box to find their good or bad fortune, indicated by 
a message on the divination stick that tumbles out. The ones found within the 
Queen’s University collection were donated to the institution in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century, and form part of a larger body of belongings from Japan 
and Asia classified “M” in the absence of proper “records on their previous 
ownership or origins.”26 

directed inwards and outwards, asking us as visitors, vessels, vehicles, 
to position ourselves in relation to each other in accountability, in complicity, 
in grief, in courage, and to do so not only in the presence of these works 
but beyond the exhibition, the collection, the institution—at home, 
on your way, in your body, now and for a future taking shape. 

That’s the whole point of rituals. They continue. 

Review the text one last time. Press send to the reader.
In vulnerability.

Get some fresh air. 

A  R I T U A L  F O R  R E A D I N G  A N  E X H I B I T I O N
By Clare Butcher

Exhibition spaces are ritual spaces.1 Climate control, cleaning of floors and 
door handles, attendants and visitors tracing choreographies from artwork 
to artwork, object to object, guided by the presence of signage and stories. 
The word ritual is described as a devotional exercise. And it is the direction 
of that devotion and the embodiment of those exercises that I hope to think 
about together in this text—a text that attempts to practice a ritual of reading 
a particular exhibition remotely. 

The ritual has already started: 2

Don’t go to see an exhibition in person for a year or two.
Know that with all the digital access, the online platforms 
and events, there will always be glitches, something missing, 
space for speculation.
Give thanks for ongoing curatorial conversations.

The exhibition Fugitive Rituals is a deeply collaborative process led by curator 
Myung-Sun Kim, with contributions from Nicolas Fleming, S F Ho, Cindy 
Mochizuki, Lisa Myers, Laura Pitkanen, Camille Turner, and Alize Zorlutuna. 
It was produced over years of the pandemic, a time of so much loss. And on 
that long list of losses were the habits and rituals many of us clung to. And 
maybe still do. Exhibitions and project making remained part of that muscle 

memory for artists and cultural practitioners, 
however–even if unexercised–as museums 
and galleries remained locked down, and 
resources were redistributed.

Imagine the stillness of collections in 
which so many cultural belongings are, 
currently, undisturbed (except by those 
who maintain them) by human breath, 
heat, and bacteria during lockdown. 
What protective measures will be 
needed to inhabit this space together 
in the future?

Hardly “just another box of unknowns” 
or “trinket”27 Mochizuki’s stormy tale 
surrounding the omikuji surfaces the 
dangers of equating collecting with 
“knowing,” alongside the power of 
belongings as gifts, curses, blessings. 
And as a puddle of water appears in 
the unfolding narrative—accompanied 
by the tense beat of the taiko drums, 
high-pitched frequencies, and the 
distorted voice of Yatsu-Ikazuchi-
no-Kami—Mochizuki invites us to 
shake a replica omikuji box (item 
#M77-137 in the collection) and 
receive a fortune. Keep it, leave it 
behind, regardless of the particular 
outcome, it is we who are rattled 
by the realization of our reliance 
on fleeting, speculative prophecies 
in the face of uncertain futures.

        Hummmmm 
        Mmmystery
        Mmmissing
        Missing you.

adjacency: 

the reparative work of transforming proximity into 
accountability;
the labor of positioning oneself in relation to another in ways
that revalue and redress complex histories of dispossession.28

 

I started my ritual remote reading of this exhibition by asking in which direction 
the projects’ devotional exercises were channelled. And now I sense that reading 
remotely is not an option. For the devotional exercises, the rituals we’ve witnessed, 
travelled alongside of, meditated on, listened to, been shaken up by, left behind, 
and carried with, are about proximity. And indeed, Campt has words for this too 
when she describes the role of “adjacency” in the “reparative work of transforming 
proximity into accountability.”29 The fugitive operations of the rituals at work here are 

23 Cindy Mochizuki, 8 anew/M# (2022), script.
24 See Cindy Mochizuki’s website: https://www.cindymochizuki.com/about. 
25 Text co-written by Myung-Sun Kim and Cindy Mochizuki.
26 Ibid.

27 Mochizuki, 8 anew/M# (2022), script.
28 Tina Campt, “Adjacency,” lecture, Political Concepts: Retouch conference, Brown University, Providence, RI, 2019, 
available online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uFtRdVsEJI. 
29 Ibid.
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“No waste, all ingredients” Myung-Sun Kim said about Nicolas Fleming’s 
approach, which blurs the boundaries between the role of preparator, 
fabricator, arts worker, exhibition designer, and artist. For sixteen weeks prior 
to the exhibition opening, Fleming inhabited the gallery lounge, repurposing 
what is usually a reading room as A Mudroom (2022) using “discarded 
materials and debris from his past art exhibitions, as well as renovation 
waste from his late grandparents’ house in Kingston.”7 This welcoming 
domestic detritus offers another starting point for an exhibition journey, 
a moment to prepare ourselves to enter a house already full of bodies of 
knowledge, ongoing processes, and residues of other lives. Bringing other 
colleagues and collaborators into the process over time, Fleming offers a 
space to consider what being a (good) guest or visitor means. What stories, 
encounters, traces might we leave behind and have left on us?

And, like a trail of footprints leading from the door, Fleming’s work filters into 
the rest of the space through other touches of what might be called mediation. 
The printed rolls of wall text and infrastructure that supports other works 
generates a kind of scaffolding, pushing up on the institution. Drawing 
attention to its surfaces, which, through the work of Camille Turner, 
become sites of reverberation.

 Follow your feet.
Find a place to rest. Breathe.

 Hear the call of the Afronaut.

Listening is hardly a passive practice. It is a relational one, requiring the whole 
body. Synapses connect with memories, with other ways of knowing that go 
beyond the modes of observation and extraction that colonial enlightenment 
held so dear.8 

While the “unprecedentedness” of the last years has been seemingly 
overwritten, I’m pressing this point here for a future reader, as a protective 
measure against (you and me?) forgetting this time and what we’ve learned. 
Without access to those habitual modes of gathering, arranging, and 
production, it’s the devotional exercises explicitly not directed towards 
the exhibition as form, or the institution as end goal, but towards survival, 
sustenance, and living a different future, that have flourished.

In Listening to Images (2017)—a text that has grounded much of Myung-Sun 
Kim’s thinking in her collaborative processes—scholar Tina M. Campt asks: 
“How do we create an alternative future by living both the future we want to 
see, while inhabiting its potential foreclosure at the same time?”3 Through this 
question and her wider work, Campt attunes us to the “everyday engagements 
with power”4 (that we might call rituals) at work in the context of Black feminist 
futurity that refuse the “silencing effects of the bureaucratic archive” (and the 
collection). Cumulatively, these acts of refusal create “an existential grammatical 
practice of grappling with precarity, while maintaining an active commitment 
to the… labor of creating an alternative future.”5

Futurity is as much at stake in the rituals of fugitivity operationalized by the 
artists and curator in this exhibition. By intersecting personal assemblages 
with institutional and unclassified holdings within and beyond the Etherington 
House and Galleries, their projects at intimate and larger scales pose resonant 
questions: What even is a collection? What practices of acquisition and 
stewardship constitute the art historical “commonwealth” of colonial outposts? 
Which tools and resources are required for being co-present, for meaning
making, sustaining relationships and tending to the leftover, now and 
in the next pandemic?

Before the exhibition even exists, drive through the town where 
it will eventually take shape—Kingston, Ontario.
From the car window, consider the juxtaposition between the 
exhibition site, the prison complex, the university, the hospital, 
the fort, the waterways (St. Lawrence River in this case) filled 
by a thousand islands, canals, and levees that connect and 
fragment them.
Note the correlations with other colonial towns you might 
know—Makhanda, Eastern Cape.6

 Bring the outside in.
 Remove your shoes.

Arriving before theory, before naming, these embodied resonances require us 
to listen to rather than look at the unclassifiable in ways that touch and move 
us. For Turner, the sound is also a call to the Afronauts—future ancestors who 
figure throughout Turner’s Afronautic Research Methodologies—to return 
to the present from the other stars they inhabit “to recover their sacred 
knowledge for the future.”16 

Remember Cecilia Vicuña’s words, “life regenerates in the dark.”17 
Consider what is worth preserving. 
Do you smell moss?

And just as Turner’s soundscape transgresses the boundaries of past, present, 
and future, Lisa Myers and Laura Pitkanen tend to All These Lines (2022) 
“that separate state/private/public property and people from the food that 
grows within.”18 Navigating typologies of border zones—along military sites, 
edges of orchards, hydro corridors, the roads staked out by colonial surveyors, 
and the gallery’s own liminal spaces—Myers and Pitkanen, in the context 
of their wider practices as artists, musicians, and environmental justice 
practitioners, remind us that the edges of statecraft on Indigenous lands 
are hardly empty, forgotten spaces, but flowing over with complex 
relationships, future sustenance, as well as inherited separation, violence, 
and continued abandonment. 

The site(s)-responsive, almost apocalyptic larder that greets the visitor 
preserves the evidence of their ritual, labour-intensive harvesting from these 
tense zones along Colonization Roads all over Ontario. “One bushel of apples 
= one jelly jar” the artists note.19 Painstakingly mustering “feral fruit” jelly jars,20 

Camille Turner’s Dream Room (2022) decentres the eyes completely, 
through a “sonic meditation”9 guided by a collective voice and surrounding 
soundscape/sandscape. Here, the visitor-turned-meditator is invited to “drift 
into blackness” and consider what cannot be seen—“the material residue 
of an era long gone…of a culture who left earth.”10 

Resonating in and through human and non-human vessels and architecture, 
the voice emanates from Malian Dogon masks held in the vaults beyond the 
walls of that room, touched only by tentative “gloved fingers.”11 These masks 
are among the 500 objects in the Lang Collection of African Art and the wider 
17,000+ cultural belongings of which the Agnes Etherington Art Centre team 
are custodians.12 Having arrived in various ways such as philanthropic donation 
and bequest, these belongings cannot be reduced to the notion of a single 
“collection,” nor their functions to “artefacts” from a distant past and place. 
The multiple forms and uses of masks in Dogon communities’ cultural 
practices, such as funerary ceremonies, and their performative “activations” 
within colonial exhibitions in Europe as recently as the mid-1900s resist 
easy containment or capture.13 

Don’t trust tidy labels.

Language is at a loss here. And it is in the silence that follows that Turner 
amplifies the “felt sound”14 of these belongings. Described by Tina M. Campt, 
“felt sound” is the hum of “infrasonic” vibrations that are not heard and 
perceived but “felt…through contact with parts of the body.”15 

Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way (2022) layers the ground for Alize Zorlutuna 
and S F Ho’s contribution. Drawing on the carpet collection of Agnes “allegedly 
acquired by Etherington’s husband while stationed in Egypt during WWI,”21 

Zorlutuna—whose work engages traditions 
of textile production—co-creates what the 
artist calls a bahçe (garden) of human-non-
human relationships through gifts, motifs, and 
shapes from the context around those carpets: 
the waterways and plant and animal lives of 
Kingston. Brought together in the sacred 
shape of a mihrab “(the arced form within a 
prayer rug),”22 these resituated forms rest in the 
company of medicinal plants (such as mugwort, 
poppies, rue) grown and harvested through an 
expansive collaboration with S F Ho and plants 
from Anatolia, alongside roses collected from 
the gardens outside the gallery. The grief of 
uprooting, loss of home, and bittersweet joy of 
reconnecting and replenishing, expressed in this 
layer of the installation echo in five further rituals 
of assembly titled Ablution, Imbibe, Missing 
Body, Veil, Watcher (2022). 

These assemblies bring together elements—
ranging from a hammam bowl, Turkish coffee 
cup (fincan), nalin shoes, Anatolian coffee, 
dyed silk, National Geographic clippings, to 
Ebru paper prints—and vessels from Agnes’s 
holdings. Complicating the divisions so often 
made between materials, belongings, “artefacts,” 
Zorlutuna and Ho deploy the rituals of display—
placing on a pedestal, protecting under a vitrine, 
veiling from sunlight and prying eyes, cosseting 
with parchment paper. These gestures upset 

the verticality of classification hierarchies, bringing cared-for object-collaborators 
into horizontal relationships with the bodies of water (the “we”) who cohabit the 
space with them.

Drip drip.
Note the watermark on the ceiling.
Trace its leaky mysteries in and around porous systems. 
Can you sense the humidity levels rising? 
The edges of precious documents curling?

alongside excavated glass and rusty kitchen tools, soil, foraged plants, and 
found furniture—the formerly dispossessed and dumped mingle with the very 
formally possessed and preserved. Underscored by the haunting soundscape 
that fills the installation’s seemingly serene green setting. Myers and Pitkanen 
further dismantle the structures governing what deserves care, conservation, 
and visibility, such as curtains and lightbulbs that they remove from the room’s 
infrastructure, exposing in absentia what often hides in plain sight.  

Which uninvited guests have entered along with you? 
Moisture on your glasses from the drizzle outside, 
The words from yesterday’s tea with a friend in your head, 
The stray hair of a pet you’ve been caring for on your sleeve. 
We are all vessels and vehicles.

Those waterlogged relations spill over in 8 anew/M# (2022),23 as Cindy 
Mochizuki submerges the visitor-turned-houseguest-turned-meditator-
turned-forager-turned-vessel into the tumult of a future torrential rainstorm 
and fever dream. Springing from Mochizuki’s wider practice that explores 
the “manifestation of story” alongside transpacific histories and memory 
work,24 this interactive installation is infused with an oral and sonic narrative 
in which we follow the story of a woman woken by the rattle of thunder to 
find Yatsu-Ikazuchi-no-Kami (the Eight Thunder God) and “an omikuji box 
at the foot of her bed.”25 

Omikuji (fortune) boxes are sacred objects, usually found in Japanese temples 
where they are first blessed and shaken by monks in preparation for future 
visitors who in turn, shake a box to find their good or bad fortune, indicated by 
a message on the divination stick that tumbles out. The ones found within the 
Queen’s University collection were donated to the institution in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century, and form part of a larger body of belongings from Japan 
and Asia classified “M” in the absence of proper “records on their previous 
ownership or origins.”26 

P U B L I C  P R O G R A M S

EXIT THROUGH THE BACK DOOR LAUGHING
PERFORMANCE BY ALIZE ZORLUTUNA AND S F HO
3–5 PM, AUGUST 17, 2022

In conversation with their installation Su Yolu Bulur: Water Finds Their Way, 
artists Alize Zorlutuna and S F Ho invite audience members into critical and 
sensorial engagement with objects within Agnes’s collection. Conversational 
and embodied engagement through a series of gestures and prompts invite 
critical reflections upon histories of place, and place making, within the 
context of museum collections. 

ARTIST TALK: AN AFRONAUTIC METHODOLOGICAL 
APPROACH TO THE ARCHIVE
BY CAMILLE TURNER

In this talk, artist Camille Turner introduces her Afronautic methodology 
to the institution. Turner’s broader body of art and scholarship combines 
Afrofuturism and historical research to explore race, space, home, and 
belonging. Her Afronautic approach draws attention to who and what is 
silenced in the archive and in geographical space and invites participants 
to reimagine stories of the past that haunt the present. Turner’s Dream Room 
is in the Fugitive Rituals exhibition at Agnes. Afronautic Research Lab is 
a project developed by the Outerregion performance collective founded 
by Turner to facilitate perception-altering experiences.

THE MUD PAINTERS 
WORKSHOP WITH NICOLAS FLEMING
1:30–4:30 PM, NOVEMBER 19, 2022

Nicolas Fleming invites teens to become collaborators in his installation 
A Mudroom that transforms Agnes’s publication lounge into a light, bright 
one-bedroom apartment rendered in colourful plaster. This playful space 
continues to change over the course of four months as invited artists collaborate 
and alter the space, ending in a final collaboration with The Mud Painters (the 
participants of this program!). Teens have the opportunity to work with plaster, 
pigment, and a variety of tools as they explore installation art, adding to and 
altering the very walls of A Mudroom in addition to creating objects to be added 
to the space. The Mud Painters’ creations are exhibited in A Mudroom from 
November 20, until the end of the exhibition on December 4, 2022.

directed inwards and outwards, asking us as visitors, vessels, vehicles, 
to position ourselves in relation to each other in accountability, in complicity, 
in grief, in courage, and to do so not only in the presence of these works 
but beyond the exhibition, the collection, the institution—at home, 
on your way, in your body, now and for a future taking shape. 

That’s the whole point of rituals. They continue. 

Review the text one last time. Press send to the reader.
In vulnerability.

Get some fresh air. 

A  R I T U A L  F O R  R E A D I N G  A N  E X H I B I T I O N
By Clare Butcher

Exhibition spaces are ritual spaces.1 Climate control, cleaning of floors and 
door handles, attendants and visitors tracing choreographies from artwork 
to artwork, object to object, guided by the presence of signage and stories. 
The word ritual is described as a devotional exercise. And it is the direction 
of that devotion and the embodiment of those exercises that I hope to think 
about together in this text—a text that attempts to practice a ritual of reading 
a particular exhibition remotely. 

The ritual has already started: 2

Don’t go to see an exhibition in person for a year or two.
Know that with all the digital access, the online platforms 
and events, there will always be glitches, something missing, 
space for speculation.
Give thanks for ongoing curatorial conversations.

The exhibition Fugitive Rituals is a deeply collaborative process led by curator 
Myung-Sun Kim, with contributions from Nicolas Fleming, S F Ho, Cindy 
Mochizuki, Lisa Myers, Laura Pitkanen, Camille Turner, and Alize Zorlutuna. 
It was produced over years of the pandemic, a time of so much loss. And on 
that long list of losses were the habits and rituals many of us clung to. And 
maybe still do. Exhibitions and project making remained part of that muscle 

memory for artists and cultural practitioners, 
however–even if unexercised–as museums 
and galleries remained locked down, and 
resources were redistributed.

Imagine the stillness of collections in 
which so many cultural belongings are, 
currently, undisturbed (except by those 
who maintain them) by human breath, 
heat, and bacteria during lockdown. 
What protective measures will be 
needed to inhabit this space together 
in the future?

Hardly “just another box of unknowns” 
or “trinket”27 Mochizuki’s stormy tale 
surrounding the omikuji surfaces the 
dangers of equating collecting with 
“knowing,” alongside the power of 
belongings as gifts, curses, blessings. 
And as a puddle of water appears in 
the unfolding narrative—accompanied 
by the tense beat of the taiko drums, 
high-pitched frequencies, and the 
distorted voice of Yatsu-Ikazuchi-
no-Kami—Mochizuki invites us to 
shake a replica omikuji box (item 
#M77-137 in the collection) and 
receive a fortune. Keep it, leave it 
behind, regardless of the particular 
outcome, it is we who are rattled 
by the realization of our reliance 
on fleeting, speculative prophecies 
in the face of uncertain futures.

        Hummmmm 
        Mmmystery
        Mmmissing
        Missing you.

adjacency: 

the reparative work of transforming proximity into 
accountability;
the labor of positioning oneself in relation to another in ways
that revalue and redress complex histories of dispossession.28

 

I started my ritual remote reading of this exhibition by asking in which direction 
the projects’ devotional exercises were channelled. And now I sense that reading 
remotely is not an option. For the devotional exercises, the rituals we’ve witnessed, 
travelled alongside of, meditated on, listened to, been shaken up by, left behind, 
and carried with, are about proximity. And indeed, Campt has words for this too 
when she describes the role of “adjacency” in the “reparative work of transforming 
proximity into accountability.”29 The fugitive operations of the rituals at work here are 
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MYUNG-SUN KIM is an artist, cultural worker, curator, ceramicist, 
amateur cook, and occasional brewer of the Korean rice wine, 
makgeolli. Her work explores questions of belonging, inheritance, 
silenced histories, foodways, kinship, queerness, rituals, and lineage. 
Her current research explores the function of art/objects as communal 
heirlooms and how daily rituals of belonging can further shape our 
culture and relationships. She has presented work across North 
America and in Finland at venues including Art Gallery of Ontario 
(Toronto), Museum of Contemporary Art Toronto, FADO Performance 
Art Centre (Toronto), and Plug In ICA (Winnipeg). As a curator, she 
has led curatorial programming at galleries and festivals in Toronto 
including Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival, Inside Out 
Film and Video Festival, The Theatre Centre, and the Toronto Biennial 
of Art as Co-Curator of Public Programming & Learning. She has an 
upcoming residency at the Struts Gallery (Sackville, NB), and is one 
of the two core-organizers of Curatorium residency at Burnaby Art 
Gallery (BC) in September 2022. 

CINDY MOCHIZUKI creates multimedia installations, audio fiction, 
performance, animation, drawings, and community-engaged projects. 
Her works explore the manifestation of story as a methodology of 
reimagining history, archives, and memory work. She has worked 
extensively on a large body of work informed by and within Japanese 
Canadian communities in Canada and Japan. In these projects she 
works with the community and often includes her paternal family’s 
history both within the internment camps and their experiences 
as post-War repatriated Japanese Canadians in Japan. She has 
exhibited, performed, and screened her work in Canada, US, 
Australia, and across Asia.

LISA MYERS is an artist and curator. Her practice often involves sharing 
food items from/on sites of sustenance; place and displacement; and 
straining and absorbing. She is an Associate Professor in the Faculty 
of Environmental and Urban Change at York University (Toronto). 
Myers is a member of Beausoleil First Nation and is based in Port 
Severn and Toronto.

LAURA PITKANEN is a composer and critical geographer whose 
work analyzes the intersections of the state, power, property, and 
dispossession. Laura composes music for experimental film and live 
performance and is a songwriter in the sound collective Long Branch 
with Lisa Myers.
 

B I O S

CLARE BUTCHER (she/her; based in Cape Town, SA), is a curator, 
art educator, and cook, working through collaborative methodologies in 
and around artistic, curricular, and archival contexts. Clare is a lecturer 
at the Centre for Curating the Archive, University of Cape Town. Before 
that she was a curator of Public Programming and Learning for the 
Toronto Biennial of Art, 2019–21, and part of the aneducation team 
for documenta 14, 2016–17. Recent writing includes a conversation 
with Yolande Zola Zoli van der Heide, "There’s a Leak in This Whole 
Building: Resisting Normative Exhibition Practices" in A Lasting 
Truth Is Change (2022, ed. Van der Heide and Taylor Le Melle).

NICOLAS FLEMING holds a Bachelor’s degree in Studio Arts from 
Concordia University (Montreal) and a Master’s Degree from Université 
du Québec à Montréal. Since 2006, he has presented numerous solo 
exhibitions across Canada at, namely, Galerie de l’UQAM (Montreal), 
McClure Gallery (Montreal), AXENÉO7 (Gatineau), Galerie Trois Points 
(Montreal), Maison des arts de Laval, TYPOLOGY Projects (Toronto), 
Bunker 2 Projects (Toronto), Evans Contemporary (Peterborough), 
Harcourt House (Edmonton), Centre CLARK (Montreal), and Centre 
Plein sud (Longueuil). 

S F HO is an artist, writer, and facilitator. They have been living as 
an uninvited guest on the unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəyəm, 
Sḵwxwú7mesh, and səlílwətaʔɬ peoples for the past eleven years. 
Their practice considers intersections of culture, history, and embodied 
experience from racialized, queer perspectives. Informed by a 
background in photography and performance art, they often 
incorporate language, sound, and gesture into their work. They 
also spend a lot of time thinking about math, plants, and perfume. 
Ho has presented work through SFU Galleries (Vancouver), 
HANGAR (Lisbon), Art Metropole (Toronto), Galerie oqbo (Berlin), 
RAM galleri (Oslo), the University of Toronto’s Justina M. Barnicke 
Gallery, and the Vancouver Art Gallery. Their creative and critical 
writing has been published through Modern Painters, c magazine, 
West Coast Line, INTER: art actuel, Dysfyction, The Capilano 
Review, Western Front, and the Kitchener-Waterloo Art Gallery. 

CAMILLE TURNER is an artist/scholar whose work combines 
Afrofuturism and historical research to explore race, space, home, 
and belonging. Her most recent explorations confront the entanglement 
of what is now Canada in the transatlantic trade in Africa. She puts 
into practice Afronautics, a methodological frame she developed to 
approach colonial archives from the point of view of a liberated future. 
Camille is a graduate of OCAD University (Toronto) and has recently 
completed a PhD at York University’s Faculty of Environmental and 
Urban Change (Toronto). Currently, she is a Provost's postdoctoral 
fellow at University of Toronto’s Daniels Faculty of Architecture, 
Landscape, and Design. Camille’s work has been presented 
throughout Canada and internationally and is collected by 
museums and private collectors. She is the recipient of the 
2022 Artist Prize from the Toronto Biennial of Art. 

ALIZE ZORLUTUNA is a queer interdisciplinary artist, writer, and 
educator whose work explores relationships to land, culture, and the 
more-than-human, while thinking through settler-colonialism, history, 
and solidarity. Moving between Tkarón:to and Anatolia (present-day 
Turkey) both physically and culturally throughout their life has informed 
their practice—making them attentive to spaces of encounter. Alize 
enlists poetics and a sensitivity to materials in works that span video, 
installation, printed matter, performance, and sculpture. The body and 
its sensorial capacities are central to their work. Alize has presented 
their work in galleries and artist-run centres across Turtle Island, 
including Plug In ICA (Winnipeg), InterAccess (Toronto), VIVO Media 
Arts Centre (Vancouver), Mercer Union, a centre for contemporary art 
(Toronto), Doris McCarthy Gallery (Toronto), Art Gallery of Burlington, 
Xpace Cultural Centre (Toronto), Audain Art Museum (Whistler, BC), 
and Access Gallery, as well as internationally at The New School: 
Parsons (New York), mind.art.core (Chicago), and Club Cultural 
Matienzo (CABA, Argentina). Alize has been a sessional instructor 
in the Faculty of Art at OCAD University (Toronto) since 2015.
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